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Kerala is one of the ten paradises of the world. Classed as â€œGodâ€™s Own Countryâ€•, the state of Kerala is
located on the western front of the country India. Nestled in between the Western Ghats and the
Arabian Sea is the piece of paradise known as Kerala. Be it a simple getaway from the hustles and
bustles of metro cities an ecstatic honeymoon, Kerala always surprises you with its appealing
exquisiteness.

travel packages to kerala are available online. You can now book your holiday in your nearest cyber
cafe. The lust green hills, turquoise backwaters, seductive beaches, temples, churches, exotic wild
life, rare collections of flora and fauna of Kerala are of scenic beauty which compels travellers to
come back again.

The alluring and peaceful backwaters of Kerala are the first attraction and are one of its kinds. The
Backwater criss-crosses the city and provides for a quick transportation. The Kerala houseboat or
Kettuvalloms is a legacy. Previously the boats were used as good carriers. Rice, coconut, spices
and other items from the isolated villages were transported to the main trading centres. The unique
feature of Kettuvalloms is that itâ€™s made were made up of jack wood, tied up together with a coir knot
without using a single nail.

These houseboats are now modified and transformed into luxury house boats touristâ€™s attractions.
The houseboats slowly glide on the untarnished backwaters and the view of wet paddy fields,
lagoons, boat fishing, swaying palm trees and jest of normal Kerala life leaves you spellbound.
Backwaters are vast networks of canals and lakes in Kerala. The boat ride along the tranquil
backwaters of Kerala is a phenomenal experience. Some of the backwater destinations of Kerala
are the Cochin, Kumarakom, Kottayam and Kollam. Alleppey the Venice of East is the most popular
among them all.  Alleppey houseboats are world famous.

Opt for a Kerala tour packages from Mumbai and enjoy a beach holidays in Kovalam. The pristine
beaches, the friendly sun and the cold Arabian waters are all you need for a good holiday. There are
three crescent beaches in Kovalam. The largest and the most popular of all is the Lighthouse
beach. The beach was named after its thirty meters light house which offers a panoramic view of the
Arabian Sea, Vizhinjam mosque and the country side. The Samudra beach and the Hawa beach are
the other two.

Munnar the hill station of South India is a must see place in the incredible Kerala. The green carpet
of tea garden, cascade of waterfalls, misty mountains, lake, flora and fauna collection and picture
perfect landscapes all combine together to give Munnar a paradise status. Munnar welcomes you
with a finest blend of tea. The resorts and hotels in Munnar provide great rooms, tingling cuisine and
prompt service. Other places to visit in Munnar are the Madupetty Dam, Echo Point, CSI Church
and the Top Station.

Kerala has a variety of tourist destination. This epic land of captivating beauty has amazed visitors
now itâ€™s your turn. Travel safe and spend some warm moments with your family and friends.
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